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MINUTES OF THE SPRING 1 TERM MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

HELD ON THURSDAY 4TH FEBRUARY AT 5PM IN THE BOARDROOM 
 
PRESENT: 
(“A” donates absence)   Mr N A Melton (Chair) 

A Mr N Perry (Vice Chair) 
A Mrs M J Lovell  

     Mr G Taylor    
     Mr D Stanley  
     Mr J Sale 
     Dr W Pearce      
                Mr C Richards 
     Mrs D Trusler  
     Mr M J Douglas 
     Ms R Jones 
     Mrs S Tryner 
           
 
IN ATTENDANCE    Mrs H Robinson (Clerk to the Governing Body) 
     Mr R Gladwin – Deputy Principal 
      
    
1. Apologies for Absence 

N Perry – Child Care issues 
M Lovell – Holiday 
The Chair accepted the apology 
 

5.    Quality Assurance 
The Deputy Principal who leads on the Quality Assurance Programme presented the new strategy for 
driving quality and progress. All teaching staff would be allocated a coach. The aim was to fully support 
formal assessments of colleagues by formulating an agreed action plan which would be worked on 
throughout the year. The target will be linked to staff’s Performance Management with the specific aim 
of address staff development rather than staff accountability. The accountability for staff would be 
directly linked to the progress the students made who they taught. The grades would not be used. The 
intended outcome is to provide Lesson observation and the coaching model should provide the 
 
The Directors asked questions:- 

 How many coaches there would be? The Deputy Principal confirmed that there is currently 5 however 
the academy would need 10 to 12. There would be a training plan to train potential coaches. 

 Would the new coaches would be up to standard and not only be as good as the coaches. The Deputy 
Principal confirmed that the internal coaches were exceptional practitioners and there examination 
results have shown consistent progress. The training had already started and it takes a term and a half 
to fully train a coach. The Principal added there would also be coaches for other schools. 

 Is the training going to be strand based? The Deputy Principal confirmed that there would be a mixture 
as some skill could be transferred to other subjects. The principle of coaching included there was no 
superiority. There was a discussion regarding coaching and its principles. 

 What if a teacher is on the verge of competency at what point do you bring in the traditional methods? 
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What the time demand would be on the coaches? The current coaches have a reduced teaching load. 
Will it form part of whole school CPD? The CPD will mirror the needs of the individuals and strands. CPD 
is already being more productive. 
In terms of the Ofsted Inspection will the teachers be match fit as Ofsted use grades? The deputy 
principal believed that Ofsted observe lessons differently for example if the teacher is being observe red 
and delivering an outstanding lesson but the books are marked and the quality written feedback or is not 
present or if you have a bad lesson but show sustained progress in those books then Ofsted will take this 
into account. The judgement will be on the progress the students are making. A discussion place regarding 
this.  
Is there evidence of where this is being used successfully? The Deputy Principal named an academy. 

 
The Deputy Principal was thanked for his presentation 
 

2. Declaration of Interest 

 None 
 

3. Review of Membership 
Resignations received from Michael Davis 31.12.15 

 
4. Minutes of Autumn 2 Meeting (10 December 2015) 

Taken as a true record 

AGREED 

 

 Matters Arising 

a. Examination Results – The Principal updated the Directors that the local newspaper ‘The CHAD’ had 
printed the incorrect examination results which did not take into account the remarks. They have 
agreed to come in to the Academy and write an article about the improving Academy. A banner 
had also been printed which is on display in the village. 

b. Learning Hubs – two Directors had attended the recent Learning Hubs and believed it to be a 
positive step forward and looked forward to the development of them. 
 

6. Principal’s Report 

 Spring 1 Data Collection the Spring 1 Data collection also included the Year 11 Mock examination 

results. The Principal explained the differences in percentages was because the Mocks did not 

contain information from Controlled assessments and was purely based on the mock examination 

paper the students had taken. The Spring 1 data collection showed that the current Progress 8 

figure was already beating the 2015 examination results. The Principal outlined the current and 

predicted performance indicators. If the academy was successful in converting 49 grades from a D 

grade to a C grade this would increase the number of 5 or more A*-C including English and Maths 

to 59%. The expectation was that the EBACC currently sitting at 21% would meet the target of 

£25%. 

The Directors asked what was being done to convert the grades and progress the students. 

The Principal outlined a number of strategies that were in place. This included:- 

- Students vulnerable to achieving the maths grade have been given the opportunity to sit the 

IGCSE in Maths. 

- Any one at risk of not achieving 5 or more A*-C including English and Maths have been invited 

to half term intervention and targeted intervention after school. For those who were reluctant 

to attend the intention is that one of the Deputy Principals or the Principal will seek to engage 

with parents. 

- A new Senior Leadership Team Member focus is achievement in Maths 

- Constant review of the 100 club 
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- Withdrawing students from examinations where they are struggling to achieve their progress so 

they can concentrate on improving their progress in less subjects those which they are more 

able to progress in. 

The Directors questioned what impact the mocks had on the students? 

The Principal confirmed that the mocks had been treated as if the students were opening their 

examination results. The mock resulted were handed out in a sealed envelope in a celebratory event 

and the students took it seriously. 

 

The Principal outlined the performance of year groups 7 to 11. The Year 9 students are the first 

ones who had the New Basics curriculum and are making good progress. The Year 8 students are 

the year group who will have numbers. 

Directors questioned which subjects were the weakest. The Principal confirmed that Science and 

Modern Foreign Languages was the weakest however structure changes in MFL and new 

appointments in Science were aimed at redressing this. 

The Year 7 students are a sig – group 

The Directors asked why there was a difference between English and Maths in cohort numbers 

The Principal advised there were two students who were working below the level of the New Basics 

point system and were on pivot tables. 

Moving onto Manor College the Principal informed the board that the Year 13 cohort is performing 

better than the previous year. The weakest subject is Maths and to address this the two teachers 

who teach a level Maths are contacting a retired expert in that field plus with the appointment of 

the new Vice Principal this should improve. 

The Directors questioned why there was a lack of A* to A and A* to B 

The current Year 13 is a lower performing group at GCSE than the previous year 13 so if they reach 

their target grade they will still not achieve A* or A but their progress would be the same. Also the 

higher grades do not always show until later in the year. 

The Principal outlined the Gap measures. There was a move to reducing the gaps between pupil 

premium and non-pupil premium students in English A*-C which was 23% on the Spring 1 collection 

a reduction from 29% and Maths A*-C Spring 1 is 15% reduction from 23%. 

The Directors asked why the 3 levels of progress in English gap had increased in Spring 1 to – 

36%. 

The Principal advised that the data given did not include the controlled assessments and confirmed 

the gaps are definitely reducing. 

 Attendance – the attendance figures for the academy currently stands at 95.2% which is now 

above national and persistent absence is also down. Students who are pupil premium are more 

likely to be absent. The attendance team are working on a postcode analysis and it is planned that 

for the post codes where there is the worst attendance there will be staff on patrol in those areas 

to encourage students to come to school. 

 Exclusions – the exclusion figures is below national average at 3.50%. The MVC (Manor Vale 

Centre) and R@MP Centre has helped to reduce the number of exclusions.  

The Directors asked if there was a trend in who was excluded 

The Principal confirmed that Pupil Premium or Free School Meal boys were more likely to be 

excluded as the statistics outlined. The main reasons were also listed on the report which were 

Persistent disruptive behaviour and Verbal or Threatening behaviour to an adult. 
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 Staff Absence – the Principal outlined the main points of the data presented. 

  

 Ley Lane Gate 

The decision had been made to close Ley Lane gate. An alternative way in to the school would be 

through the Manor Sports and Recreation Centre entrance. This has been risk assessed and is 

deemed to be a safer exit and entrance for students particularly when they are being dropped off 

and picked up in cars. Residents had written in complementing the decision.  

Directors questioned if there had been any resistance to the move. 

The Principal had received a negative response to a parent after they had been notified however on 

the whole parents were positive. After Easter the plan was to consult with parents for feedback to 

see if the change had worked. However the safety of the students was paramount. 

 

 Academy Development Plan 

Further updates have been made and is available on the portal. 

 

7. Feedback from Working Parties  

 Pay Review (16 December 2016) 
The Directors asked if there had been any appeals. 
The Principal updated the board 
 

8. Director Monitoring Visits 
Because some of the focus areas had been covered as part of other monitoring visits that had already 
taken place there had been a slight change to the programme so there was still a focus for 

 March - The effectiveness and impact of the Academy’s Takeaway Learning (Homework) 
Strategy 

 April -  The effectiveness of monitoring current strategies for student attendance 

 May -  The effectiveness of the Student Senate in giving students a voice 
The Directors discussed dates and will confirm to the Clerk when they wish them to take place. 
Action: Directors to contact the Clerk. 

 
9. Correspondence/Information 

 Parent View 

 Student View 
 

10. Director Training 

 Skills Audit – please return any outstanding. 
 
11. Dates for next Meetings 

Full Board Thursday 31 March 2015. It was agreed to facilitate those who are more able to come during 
the day there would be trial meeting in afternoon meeting starting at 1.30pm. 

. 
 
 
 
 


